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LCVP Link Modules Assessment Issues
Link Modules Examination 2006
In February 2006, the State Examinations Commission
issued its circular to schools in relation to the assessment
arrangements for the 2006 Link Modules examination.
Copies of this circular should be circulated within schools
to all teachers involved in preparing students for the
LCVP Link Modules examination. See Circular S01/06.
The State Examinations Commission (SEC) confirms that
there are no changes to the various components and marks
in the written examination and in the Portfolio of
Coursework for 2006.
Attention is again drawn to the following in relation to
the contents of the Portfolio
•

Portfolios presented for assessment must be the
candidate’s own work (verified by the candidate and
the class teacher).

•

Students should submit only material generated as a
result of Link Modules activities in which they
participated. Work completed in other programmes is
not acceptable.

•

Portfolio work should be produced mainly during
class time and under the supervision of the class
teacher.

•

The role of the teacher in portfolio preparation should
be to guide, support and provide direction.

•

Candidates may present material which arises from
group work; however, in the portfolio item the
candidate’s individual contribution must be clearly
identified. It is the responsibility of each candidate in
the group to ensure that his/her work is clearly
presented.

•

No more than six items are to be presented in the
portfolio – one item from each of the core areas and
one item from each chosen option.

•

•

Portfolio items must relate to a number of different
LCVP activities. There should be no duplication in the
content of the material submitted with the different
items.
Obvious direct copying of material from other sources
and other candidates is not acceptable and will be
penalised. However, in the Career Investigation
component, candidates may include specific career
requirements downloaded from relevant websites or
taken directly from appropriate publications. This is
now permitted because this information is normally
very specific, precise and semi-legal and is not
amenable to accurate re-writing.
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•

Before submitting the portfolio each candidate should
check his/her work for errors of spelling and
grammar.

Once again, during the 2005 marking process, examiners
identified a number of centres where the work presented
was so similar as to give rise to suspicions of copying and
consequently the results of a number of students were
withheld. In some cases the scripts presented were similar
to each other and indeed even contained the exact same
errors of spelling and grammar. In some cases too, the
material presented was too closely based on the exemplars
published in the NCCA Assessment Guidelines booklet. It
is stressed that the exemplar materials in the NCCA
Assessment Guidelines should be regarded as a guide to
style but not to content.
In 2005, examiners reported that students lost marks for
presenting non-LCVP material as part of some of their
portfolio items. Activities/projects, work experience
diaries etc completed during Transition Year are not
acceptable.
In the case of the optional portfolio item ‘Enterprise
Report’ it is important to note that the focus of Unit 4 of
the Enterprise Education Link Module is ‘to facilitate
groups of students to plan, set up and run their own
enterprise activities’. Therefore candidates presenting an
Enterprise Report need to have experienced personal
exposure to and involvement in, enterprise activity. Where
this is not the case the subject matter of the report cannot
attract marks as it does not meet the requirements of the
programme. In 2005 students lost marks here as the report
presented was not on an Enterprise Activity in which they
had engaged. When this happens students will be marked
on Presentation/layout, Title/table of contents and
Author’s name or signature only, up to a maximum of 8
marks.

IMPORTANT REMINDERS
• 26 April 2006 – Completion Date for student’s
Portfolio of Coursework.
• 3 May 2006 – Link Modules written examination
from 10.00 a.m. to 12.30 p.m.

Issues in relation to Repeat LCVP students:
•

Portfolio must be completed over the full two years of
study.

•

Portfolios cannot be repeated in a Repeat Leaving
Certificate year of study.

The LCVP is funded by the Department of Education & Science
under the National Development Plan
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•

Repeat students sit the written examination only.

•

Marks gained in the portfolio at first-time sitting are
retained and aggregated with the marks achieved in
the repeat written examination.

•

Repeat students cannot take the LCVP for the first
time in their repeat year.

•

A separate entry form must be completed for
candidates repeating LCVP. This was enclosed with
Circular S01/06 sent to schools in February for
completion and return to the State Examinations
Commission. It contains details of the candidate’s
name, date of birth, 2006 examination number,
previous examination number and year student
previously sat the LCVP Link Modules examination.

Preparation and Transmission of Portfolios
• Each candidate is required to include his/her
examination number on the cover of the portfolio. It is
acceptable practice for a candidate to include his/her
name on portfolio items.
• Each portfolio presented for examination must include a
Contents Page with a list of the items submitted for
assessment.
• Each item of the portfolio must be clearly titled ie
Curriculum Vitae, Enterprise/Action Plan; Summary
Report etc.
• Portfolio work should be presented on A4 paper in a soft
covered folder eg soft covers bound with a spiral or
plastic spine
• Margin of 1 – 1.5 inches (2.5 – 3.75 cms) should be used.
• Individual pages should not be placed in plastic covers.
• It is recommended that students use a regular font size
(12 pts is recommended) in the body of portfolio items
submitted for assessment.
Portfolios or any material submitted for examination will
not be returned to candidates.
THE STATE EXAMINATIONS COMMISSION HAS
ISSUED THE FOLLOWING GUIDELINES FOR ANY
MATERIAL FOR ASSESSMENT PRESENTED ON
VIDEO/ DISK OR AUDIO TAPE:
• The Video/DVD and Audio Sequence Sheets must be
completed and returned with the Video tape/DVD.
There is now a space on the sequence sheet for the
School Roll Number. This sheet should list, in the same
order as recorded on the tape/DVD, the names of the
candidates with their examination numbers.
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• The names of the candidates and their numbers must be
clearly stated/visible at the start of each interview/
presentation. If coordinators have already organised
recording of candidates for the 2006 Link Modules
assessment, particular efforts should be made to ensure
the names and examination numbers on the Audio
Sequence Sheet are in the order of the candidates on the
submitted Video/DVD.
• Videotapes must be in VHS format. Interviews/
presentations may alternatively be ‘burned’ onto DVD
disks which must be ‘region free’ and playable on
ordinary domestic DVD players. Disks should be
forwarded in protective sleeves/cases to safeguard the
recorded data.
• If camcorders are used by the school, these tapes must be
converted to VHS or DVD format before submission to
the State Examinations Commission. Camcorder tapes
are not acceptable and will be returned to the school
unmarked.
• Every year video tapes prove inaccessible to the
examiners: some are recorded incorrectly or in a nonstandard format; others are damaged in transit to the
Commission. In such cases, in 2006 and thereafter, the
defective material will be returned to the school/college
as it cannot be marked. In such instances School
Authorities are requested to forward a copy of the
backup tape/disk to the SEC immediately. The onus is
therefore on the school to check that the media is
readable and accessible. It is also essential that video
tapes are protected and packaged securely in the first
place; the boxes sent to schools containing the video tape
for the audio visual section of the written examination
can be recycled as physical protection for the video tapes
of the candidates’ interviews.
• Schools are requested to use new tapes/disks for
recording the candidates’ interviews/presentations. This
will ensure that previous recordings cannot distort any
candidate’s interview/ presentation.
• Schools should include the interviews/presentations of
as many candidates as possible on each tape/disk.
• Each tape/disk should be numbered and labelled with
the school roll number and school name. The relevant
Sequence Sheet should be included with the appropriate
tape/disk.
• Before submitting the tape/disk the teacher/coordinator
should check that each interview/presentation has been
clearly recorded and that documentation is complete
and accurate.
• Each school is requested to retain a backup tape/disk.

Publication of Results
For some reason the results of Link Modules in the LCVP
have not been published as part of the results issued by
the State Examination Commission to the media in
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August. Since the introduction of the revised Link
Modules syllabus in particular, teachers have been most
anxious to get feedback on the results achieved by their
students and to compare these with national average
figures. Since 2004, the first year of the revised Link
Modules examination, the State Examinations
Commission has been asked to make this information
available to the media so that these results can be
published in August following release of all other Leaving
Certificate examination results.

The Link Modules result can be substituted for a
candidate’s 6th subject in the Leaving Certificate for
University and Institute of Technology CAO points
purposes. A Distinction in the Link Modules merits 70
CAO points, equivalent to a C1 in a Leaving Certificate
(established) subject at higher level. A Merit is awarded 50
points and a Pass 30 points.

This did not happen in August 2004 and the request to the
State Examinations Commission was repeated prior to the
release of the 2005 examination results. Teachers were
again very disappointed when Link Modules did not
appear with the published results of the Leaving
Certificate in August 2005. When this omission was
highlighted with the SEC, the LCVP office received a copy
of the press release which was issued to the media but
which was not published by them. For the information of
teachers an extract from this Press Release relating to the
LCVP is published below:

Year Distinction Merit

Pass

2003

1931

7287

3772

969

13,959

2004

1450

6482

4147

1486

13,565

2005

1549

6629

4578

1497

14,253

STATE EXAMINATIONS COMMISSION
PRESS RELEASE
LEAVING CERTIFICATE EXAMINATION 2005
17th August 2005
Figures released today by the State Examinations
Commission (SEC) show that 57,422 candidates sat Leaving
Certificate examinations in 2005. The statements of
provisional results of this year’s examinations are available
in schools today. From midday, students who are not in a
position to collect their results in person, can access them
through the SEC’s internet results service or by telephone.

The numbers taking the subject over the past three years
and the grades awarded are shown in the following table:
Ungraded TOTAL

Table 2. LCVP Results
All statistics provided in this press release and in the
accompanying documentation are provisional for 2005
and as such are subject to enquiry and appeal.
The accompanying statistical documentation provides
details of the results of the 2005 Leaving Certificate
examinations for all subject levels with more than 10
candidates. For reasons of candidate confidentially, we
only make public the details of subject levels with results
for more than 10 candidates.
The LCVP office also received details of the results of the
2005 Link Modules examination by students taking the
full examination in 2005 (ie does not include repeat
students who submitted the written examination only).
The following figures were released:
Exam

Leaving Certificate Vocational Programme

Year

C’dates

D

M

P

U

The Leaving Certificate Vocational Programme (LCVP) is
an optional, 2 year, academic and experience-based
programme, available in 2 out of 3 post-primary schools.
Candidates following the LCVP take a specified range of
Leaving Certificate (established) subjects as well as a
formal and practical programme called the Link Modules.
The Link Modules consists of compulsory work
experience and enterprise activity together with personal
vocational exploration and substantial use of information
technology.

2005

13734

5

28

37

30

The formal assessment of the Link Modules has two
components:

What is really clear from this is the percentage of students
26% who are receiving a distinction in their portfolio but
whose marks are reduced considerably by their
performance in the written examination, 5% distinction,
giving an overall distinction of 12%. While it is very
important to give time to the portfolio items, since
students cannot repeat this part of the examination, it is
unwise to neglect the written section or to leave
preparation for this to the second year of the programme.

• A centrally set written examination (160 marks), with
video, case study and syllabus sections, taken
nationally by all candidates normally on the first
Wednesday in May.
• A portfolio (240 marks) prepared by each candidate
using agreed and published guidelines.

P’folio
Year

C’dates

D

M

P

U

2005

13734

26

47

20

7

Overall
Year

C’dates

D

M

P

U

2005

13734

12

46

32

10
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In the inservice provided for teachers of Link Modules the
methodologies demonstrated by the support team
highlight the importance of integrating the written
examination questions including the Audio Visual and the
Case Study in the activities engaged in by students.
Because the Link Modules syllabus is very much activity
based, students, in many cases, are not being given
practice in answering written questions. This is an
essential requirement in preparing for a written
examination.
INCREASE IN NUMBER OF LCVP STUDENTS
INCLUDING LINK MODULES AS ONE OF THEIR SIX
SUBJECTS FOR POINTS PURPOSES IN THE 2005
LEAVING CERTIFICATE EXAMINATION
The Central Applications Office has issued the following
statistics on the number of LCVP students who used Link
Modules as one of their six subjects for points purposes in
Nett
acceptors

Combined

3402
11036

14438

1627
1397

3024

17517
55

17572

Sector

the 2005/2006 academic year entry to third level colleges
including Universities, DIT and Institutes of Technology.
In total, 65% of the 2005 LCVP students included Link
Modules as one of their six subjects for points - an increase
from the 2004 figures when 43.6% of students used Link
Modules as one of their six subjects for points purposes.
This is not surprising, as the activity-based nature of the
Link Modules syllabus caters for students with a variety of
learning styles, improves motivation, enables students to
take responsibility for their own learning, encourages a
cross-curricular approach and promotes reflection and
evaluation of their work. In addition the variety of
assessment modes – which includes portfolio of course
work, audio-visual questions and case study presentation
– means that students are not totally dependant on a
written terminal examination.
Nett acceptors
presenting LCVP
as one of best
six subjects

Level 8 ITS

1062

Level 7/6 ITS

4385

Level 8 DIT

214

Level 7/6 DIT

289

Level 8 UNIS

1872

Level 7/6 UNIS

CHIEF EXAMINER’S REPORT
The LCVP office has been informed by the State
Examinations Commission that the publication of the
LCVP Report of the 2004 Link Modules examination has
been deferred. This will now be incorporated in a 2005
LCVP Link Modules Report which will issue shortly.
Chief Examiners’ Reports are usually issued following the
implementation of new syllabi and in the State
Examinations Commission Annual Report for 2004 the

16

Combined

% of Nett acceptors
whom LCVP
was one of
best six subjects

5447

37.7%

503

16.6%

1888

10.7%

function and purpose of such reports is outlined – “Chief
Examiners’ Reports provide a review of the performance
of candidates in the examinations and contain detailed
analysis of all aspects of the examining process. They also
contain recommendations for teachers and students and
generally include exemplars of candidates’ answers.
Reports are published in a selected number of subjects and
programmes each year”.
Published reports can be accessed on the SEC’s website:
www.examinations.ie

ICT IN THE LCVP
Presentation Skills in the Link Modules Portfolio
LCVP students need to develop good computer skills
during the course of the two-year programme. They will
then apply those skills in the preparation of the Link
Modules Portfolio for assessment purposes. The Link
Modules syllabus sets out the minimum requirements for
students:
• enter, edit, store, retrieve and print information
• word process CVs, letters, reports and create illustrated
documents
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• access and use relevant information from CD-Roms and
from the Internet
• send and receive email messages
These skills are also linked to some of the learning
outcomes of the Link Modules:
• apply for a job by letter, telephone and email
• compile and create a curriculum vitae in word
processed format
The Link Modules syllabus also sets out the assessment
criteria that will be used in the student’s Portfolio of
Coursework. He or she will be required to:
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• generate portfolio documents with a clear and
consistent layout
• choose font, format and language appropriate to the
task content
The statement ‘clear and consistent layout’ is used seven
times in the assessment criteria. Students are losing marks
for not conforming to this in their portfolio documents. The
important word here is ‘consistent’ and consistency will
apply to each individual document within a portfolio. In
other words students may vary layout from one document
to another or, put another way, the same style need not be
used through each document within the portfolio.
However for the inexperienced student it may be wise to
encourage a particular style and layout that (s)he will use in
all word-processed documents. Some examples and
suggestions are given in this article.
The most commonly used Fonts in business documents are
Times New Roman, Arial or Courier and if one of these
Fonts is chosen for a specific portfolio item it should be
retained throughout the document. Font size of 12 is
recommended for text in the body of the portfolio items but
headings can be typed in size 14. Consistency in font type
and size must be maintained within a document.
Format includes punctuation, margins, line spacing,
paragraphing, case – upper case (capitals) or lower case
(small letters), underlining, tabulation, bullet items, use of
bold and/or italics and again consistency is important here.
Spelling and grammar errors will be penalised in all
portfolio items. Remember that although the computer has
a spell check facility it is important to proof read all wordprocessed work. Students should avoid long-winded
sentences especially in their reports. Clear expression is
particularly important in report writing and ideas should
be presented in a logical order.
PUNCTUATION
Varies styles of punctuation are acceptable provided they
are consistent. In text it is correct to use two spaces after a
full stop at the end of a sentence and one space after a colon,
semi-colon and comma. If a different style is used it must be
maintained consistently throughout the document. It is
very common now in word processing to use open
punctuation in business correspondence and it is also much
easier for students. In relation to business letters this means
that no punctuation is used in the date, addressee’s name
and address, salutation, complimentary close and any
name or designation of the person sending the letter. The
following is an example of open punctuation, with blocked
paragraphs in a business letter:
12 January 2006

(Date)

Mr John Murphy
High Street
Cork

(Addressee’s name
and address)

Dear Sir

(Salutation)

Paragraph 1 …

(Body of letter)

Paragraph 2 …
Paragraph 3 …
Yours faithfully
(Complimentary close)
COBH CLOTHING CO LTD (Company name)
James Cleary
Director

(Name and designation
of person sending letter)

Where names and addresses occur in any documentation,
for example a CV, open punctuation can be used.
However, regular punctuation is always used in the body
of the text or letter i.e. full stops at the end of sentences
and other relevant punctuation.
The following examples compare open and full
punctuation styles in addresses:
Open Punctuation

Full Punctuation

Mr J Murphy
Manager
Limerick Furniture Co Ltd
High Street
Limerick

Mr. J. Murphy,
Manager,
Limerick Furniture Co. Ltd.,
High Street,
Limerick.

Both of the above styles are correct and consistency is
maintained in both. When these styles are mixed marks
are likely to be lost as in the following:
Inconsistent Style of Punctuation
Mr J. Murphy
Manager
Limerick Furniture Co. Ltd.,
High Street,
Limerick
In all word-processed documents students should leave
margins of at least 1 inch or 2.5 centimetres.
PARAGRAPHS
Paragraphs are used in the body of text to separate different
subjects, ideas or sections. This facilitates easier reading and
understanding. In business practice there are three accepted
styles of paragraphing – blocked, indented and hanging –
although blocked has now become the most commonly
used. It is also the easiest one for students so as to avoid
inconsistencies in their documents. Paragraphs are
separated from one another by leaving a blank line space
between each paragraph.
With blocked paragraphs every line begins at the margin.
It is the most popular style for word-processed documents
that are typed in single-line spacing, with a clear blank
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line between each paragraph. This passage is typed with a
blocked style of paragraphing.
With indented paragraphs, the first line of each paragraph
is indented five spaces from the margin.
Hanging paragraphs are often used in display work. This
means that the first line of the paragraph starts two spaces
to the left of the second and subsequent lines.
For student tasks the easiest paragraph style to use is
blocked paragraphs.
HEADINGS
Students will need to use headings in CVs and in other
portfolio documents. Again consistency is important here.
The following will help to illustrate this:
Example
CONSISTENT HEADINGS

INCONSISTENT
HEADINGS

PERSONAL DETAILS

PERSONAL DETAILS:

EDUCATION

EDUCATION

WORK EXPERIENCE

WORK EXPERIENCE

SKILLS AND QUALITIES

SKILLS AND QUALITIES:

In other words if you underline one heading you should
underline all of them
If you use a colon at the end of your heading in one place
you should use colon at the end of all headings. If you use
bold type in one heading you should use bold type in all
of them.
TABULATION

Recorded Interview/Presentation – Optional
Portfolio Item
The recorded interview is one of the popular optional
portfolio items selected by students of Link Modules. It
consists of a video recording of a student being interviewed
about the Leaving Certificate Programme or a student can
make a presentation on some theme or topic related to the
specific learning outcomes of the Link Modules. Statistics
show that the majority of students choosing this option
participate in the recorded interview.
This option provides the student with the opportunity to
demonstrate his/her verbal communication skills. It can
serve as a valuable preparation for future job interviews
and give useful practice in making oral presentations at
work, and in educational and community settings.
Assessment Criteria
The recorded interview/presentation will assess the
student’s ability to • Communicate effectively in appropriate depth and
detail
• Express informed opinion
• Support answers to questions with relevant examples
• Engage positively with the interviewer/audience
• Use appropriate body language
Guidelines

When items are set out in columnar format either within a
CV or a report it is important that all columns begin at the
same point otherwise penalties may be incurred.
Example
SUBJECT

LEVEL

GRADE

Irish
English
Mathematics
Home Economics

Higher
Ordinary
Ordinary
Higher

D
A
B
A

Good use of video photography, sound recording,
interview techniques and presentation skills contribute to
the quality of a recorded interview or presentation.
The general presentation of the interview area is important.
Avoid all background noise including mobile phones.
Interviews should therefore be conducted in a quiet area of
the school to afford students the best opportunity.
Best practice in preparing students for the recorded
interview/presentation suggests:

When setting out work in columns, the tabulator key on
the keyboard makes tabulation easy but proof reading of
text is essential to ensure that errors do not exist and that
items in rows are not out of line.
To improve student proof reading, it is good practice to get
students to proof read each other’s work so as to spot any
errors of presentation. This will also help students to
become more conscious of simple errors and to take
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greater care when presenting their own final portfolio
documents. Students need to realise that in business,
letters and other correspondence are ambassadors for the
firm and should be error free. Equally if a student is
applying for a job, his/her CV or accompanying letter can
be an advertisement which may well be the first step in
inviting the applicant for interview. Students then need to
set high standards for themselves and this should be their
aim in all portfolio work.

•
•
•
•

Dress neatly and appropriately
Adopt an open, relaxed posture
Make eye contact with interviewer/audience
Listen carefully and affirm questions with appropriate
body language
• Speak clearly and confidently using normal
conversational voice
• Express ideas/opinions/points in a logical sequence
• Take care not to drop voice at the end of sentences
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• Avoid reading from notes or from visual aids
• Avoid distracting mannerisms, jargon, slang
• Explain technical terms which may be unfamiliar to
interviewer/audience
• Use hand gestures where appropriate
• Use action words and phrases when describing events
eg I planned, we evaluated etc
• Make reference to skills gained through Link Module
activities
It is clear that good presentation of the candidate ie neat
uniform or dress, good grooming and also good
communication skills are very important. Teachers should
afford students the opportunity of oral communication as
part of the regular Link Module classes. This helps students
to improve in expressing their ideas and, in dialoging with
each other, helps them to elaborate on points.
The Interviewer should:
• be familiar with the aims and expected outcomes of the
Link Modules syllabus
• plan key questions to provide structure and direction to
the interview
• avoid complex or ambiguous questions
• articulate questions clearly
• adapt questions to the level of students’ abilities
• use open questions eg tell me about … why do you
think …
• encourage students to give examples and express their
opinions
• give students time to think after they are questioned
• follow up on students’ responses
• avoid dominating the interview
• allow 5 minutes maximum per candidate
• give opportunity to candidates to discuss a variety of
activities he/she has engaged in as part of the Link
Modules.
The names of the candidates and their numbers must be
clearly stated at the start of each interview/presentation.
The video and audio sequence sheets must be completed
and returned with the tapes. There is a space on this
specifically for the School Roll number.
Names and examination numbers of candidates on the
video and audio sequence sheet must be in the exact order
in which candidates are recorded on tape.
School must retain backup of tapes or DVDs sent to the
State Examinations Commission.

We encourage LCVP teachers to let us know of any specific
area of support needed. Please feel free to contact us. See
back page for details.
Pilot ICT Course on Video Interviews for LCVP Teachers –
Clare Education Centre
Tutor: Bríd Talty, ICT Advisor, Clare Education Centre
As a response to requests from the Clare LCVP Teachers’
Network, a course on video techniques was provided at
Clare Education Centre for teachers of LCVP. This course
was aimed at catering for the skills needs of LCVP teachers
whose students do the Recorded Interview as one of the
optional items for their Link Modules portfolio.
The course provided training in Digital and VHS cameras
and showed how they work. It examined the use of Cinergy
receiver system which allows for VHS video to be
downloaded to computers. This allows VHS video to be
edited and copied to DVD in the same manner as digital
video. Any existing VHS cameras remain a valid and useful
piece of equipment for schools. Participants had hands-on
experience on a number of editing packages; they were
actively involved in adding titles and examination numbers
to the beginning of students’ video interviews and learned
how to save these individual videos. This was followed by
trials on the burning of video files to DVD using a DVD
burner and discussions on DVD formats. The State
Examinations Commission allows schools to submit their
videos in DVD format and requests that these DVDs be
playable on domestic format machines. Participants found
this course very helpful and were surprised that the task of
using DVDs was a lot easier than initially envisaged. The
course was run over three evenings in the Clare Education
Centre from 7.30 to 9.30 pm.
The Second Level Support Service will be happy to work
with other LCVP Teachers’ Networks who are interested in
organising a similar course. Contact the LCVP National
Coordinator or the LCVP Office in Navan Education
Centre. Contact details on page 20.
Teachers were happy to share their experiences of using
different hardware and software.
Some had sourced the following package:
Cinergy 250 – TV tuner and video recorder
Takes signals from TV and video to computer or laptop via
USB port.
Pinnacle studio 9 – Video editing software – allows you to
easily place student names and examination numbers on
video after the video has been shot.

The State Examinations Commission has issued full
guidelines for the recording and return of candidate
interviews for assessment – see page 2.

LG External Super Multi DVD/CD Rewriter – Burns files to
DVD and allows for compatibility with all DVD formats.

The Support Service has organised a number of Audio
Visual Skills Workshops dealing with video recording,
camera skills and the transfer of videos to VHS or DVD
format. This support can also be offered through the local
Education Centres.

Easy PC
Unit 7,
Smithstown Ind. Estate,
Shannon,
Co. Clare Tel 061 719537 email: support@easypc.ie

Package Price €200 – available from:
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NETWORK SUPPORT FOR LCVP
TEACHERS
Since 2004 the Second Level Support Service in association
with Education Centres has encouraged and supported
LCVP teachers to set up their own local networks in their
local Education Centres. From an initial pilot in 10
Education Centres, there are now LCVP Networks attached
to all 21 Education Centres and in the past year more than
500 teachers benefited from this local support. In the
current school year teachers have met in all 21 Education
Centres and have benefited from the discussion with
colleagues and from the input by correctors and advising
examiners of the 2005 Link Modules examinations. Further
network meetings have been planned for March/April
2006. It is expected that the Case Study for the 2006 Link
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Modules examination will arrive in schools during the
week of 20 March to allow four school weeks before the
date of the examination. Network meetings will take place
during the following two weeks to enable teachers to meet
to discuss the Case Study and details of bookings are listed
below.
Teachers are free to attend a Network meeting in the
Education Centre that is most convenient to them even if
their school is in a different Education Centre area. However, to facilitate organising, please contact the Education
Centre of your choice in advance of the meeting to book a
place, by giving your name and the name of your school.

Date

Time

Education Centre

Contact
Telephone
Number

27th March 2006

7 – 9 pm

Galway Education Centre

091 745600

27th March 2006

7 – 9 pm

West Cork Education Centre

023 56756

27th March 2006

7 – 9 pm

Mayo Education Centre

094 9020700

28th March 2006

4.30 – 6.30pm

Clare Education Centre, Ennis

065 6845500

28th March 2006

7 – 9pm

Kildare Education Centre

045 530200

28th March 2006

7 – 9pm

Sligo Education Centre

071 9138700

29th March 2006

7 – 9pm

Tralee Education Centre

066 7195000

29th March 2006

7 – 9pm

Carrick-on-Shannon Education Centre

071 9620383

29th March 2006

7 – 9pm

Dublin West Education Centre

01 4528000

30th March 2006

7 – 9pm

Monaghan Education Centre

047 74000

30th March 2006

7 – 9pm

Laois Education Centre

0502 72400

3rd April 2006

4.30 – 6.30pm

Drumcondra Education Centre

01 8576400

3rd April 2006

7 – 9pm

Waterford Education Centre

051 311000

3rd April 2006

7 – 9pm

Co. Wexford Education Centre, Enniscorthy

054 39100

3rd April 2006

7 – 9pm

Limerick Education Centre

061 312360

4th April 2006

7 – 9pm

Athlone Education Centre

090 6420400

4th April 2006

7 – 9pm

Blackrock Education Centre

01 2365000

4th April 2006

7 – 9pm

Navan Education Centre

046 9067040

5th April 2006

7 – 9pm

Cork Education Centre

021 4255600

5th April 2006

7 – 9pm

Donegal Education Centre

074 9723487

25th April 2006

7 – 9pm

Kilkenny Education Centre

056 7760200
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LCVP Networks
TEACHER PROFESSIONAL NETWORKS
(TPNS)
The Teacher Education Section of the Department of
Education and Science has introduced, on a pilot basis, a
new scheme to provide supplementary funding for teacher
support. This should be an incentive to formalise the
existing local network groups. Local networks can formally
set up their own branch of LCVP teachers by appointing a
Chairperson, a Secretary, a Treasurer and a Continuous
Professional Development (CPD) Coordinator. In addition
the LCVP network would also appoint a National
Executive made up of its own Chairperson, Secretary,
Treasurer and CPD Coordinator who will coordinate
applications for funding from branches for their local
initiatives.
The new scheme will be centrally managed by a Steering
Committee comprising representatives of the Teacher
Education Section of the Department of Education and
Science, the Second Level Support Service, the Subject

Association Representative Group, the Association of
Teachers’ Centres of Ireland and Blackrock Education
Centre.
The objective of the Teacher Professional Network
scheme is the provision of funding which supports the
continuous professional development of teachers and
complements the work in this area carried out by other
support services.
In association with the Second Level Support Service, a
group of LCVP teachers have formed a steering committee
to plan for the first ever LCVP National Conference. They
have nominated a TPN National Executive and submitted
an application for funding for this initiative under this
new scheme. All LCVP schools will receive details of the
National Conference. See our website: www.lcvptpn.ie

NATIONAL EXECUTIVE LCVP TPN

Seated left to right: Dorothy Lavery, Loreto College, Crumlin, Dublin – National Secretary; Aileen Whyms, St Joseph’s Secondary School, Tulla, Co Clare –
National Treasurer. Standing left to right: Gerry Moore, St Columba’s Comprehensive School, Glenties, Co Donegal – National CPD Coordinator;
Tommy Healy, Bush Post Primary School, Riverstown, Dundalk, Co Louth – National Chairperson.
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LCVP NATIONAL CONFERENCE 2006

LCVP NATIONAL CONFERENCE STEERING
COMMITTEE

Seated left to right: Fionnuala McMorrow, Carrigallen Vocational School, Carrigallen, Co Leitrim; Brigid Sheridan, St Bricin’s Vocational School, Belturbet,
Co Cavan; Dorothy Lavery, Loreto College, Crumlin, Dublin. Standing left to right: Owen Moynihan, Intermediate School, Killorglin,
Co Kerry; Aileen Whyms, St Joseph’s Secondary School, Tulla, Co Clare; Tommy Healy, Bush Post Primary School, Riverstown, Dundalk, Co Louth;
Josephine Moran, Our Lady’s Secondary School, Belmullet, Co Mayo; Gerry Moore, St Columba’s Comprehensive School, Glenties, Co Donegal.
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SYLLABUS REQUIREMENTS
The LCVP Link Module 1 – ‘Preparation for the World of
Work’ requires students to:
• understand current regulations/legislation relating to
the employment of young workers – SLO 1.10
• understand current Health and Safety regulations in
workplaces – SLO 1.11
• understand issues related to diversity in the workplace
– SLO 1.13
Students therefore need to be aware of current legislation
in these areas as it applies in the workplace and to be
aware of the relevant Acts that govern employment:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Protection of Young Persons in Employment Act 1996
Organisation of Working Time Act 1997
Safety, Health and Welfare at Work Act 2005
Employment Equality Act 1998

1. PROTECTION OF YOUNG PERSONS
(EMPLOYMENT) ACT 1996
The Protection of Young Persons (Employment) Act 1996
is designed to protect young workers under the age of 18
and takes account of international rules on protecting
young workers drawn up by the International Labour
Organisation and the European Union. It is designed to
protect the health of young workers and to ensure that
work during school years does not put a young person’s
education at risk. The law sets out:
• minimum age limits for employment
• rest intervals
• maximum working hours

Age

During
School
Term

During
Holidays

Earliest/Latest
Time of Work

14

No work

35 hours per week

Earliest 8 am –
Latest 8 pm
Parental permission

15

8 hours
35 hours
per week per week

12

Persons aged 15 may be employed as part of an approved
training programme and an employer may employ a 14 or
15 year old who is a full-time second level student as part
of a work experience or educational programme. These
placements are for a maximum of 8 hours a day or 40
hours a week.
The act also deals with exceptions that arise where
children are employed in cultural, artistic, sports or
advertising activities.
2. ORGANISATION OF WORKING TIME ACT 1997
The Organisation of Working Time Act 1997 sets out
details of the statutory rights for employees in respect of
rest, maximum working hours and holidays. The key provisions of the act - to which every employee is entitled - are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

maximum average net working week is 48 hours
a daily rest break of 11 consecutive hours
rest breaks while at work
a weekly rest break of 24 consecutive hours
maximum average night working of 8 hours
maximum hours of work for night workers engaged in
work involving special hazards or a heavy physical or
mental strain – an absolute limit of 8 hours in a 24 hour
period

The maximum 48 hour working week came into effect for
all employees on 1 March, 2000 – the period from 1997 to
2000 being a transition period.
3. SAFETY, HEALTH AND WELFARE AT WORK ACT
2005

The act regards a ‘young person’ as a person who has
reached 16 years but has not reached the age of 18 years.
The act refers to a person who has not reached the age of
16 as a ‘child’. Employers may not employ those aged
under 16 in a regular full-time job and the act prohibits the
employment of under 18s on late night work. Employers
are required to keep specific records for their workers who
are under the age of 18. Before employing a young person
or child, an employer must see a copy of the birth
certificate or other evidence of age and before employing
under 16s, an employer must get the written permission of
a parent or guardian.

as above

For 16 and 17 year olds the maximum working day is 8
hours and the maximum working week is 40 hours.

The Safety, Health and Welfare at Work Act 2005 came
into operation on 1 September 2005. It sets out rights and
duties for both employers and employees. Employees
have the right to be safe at work and employers must
provide a safe place of work and safe systems and
equipment in the place of work.
Did you know that in 2005 seventy one people were killed
in Irish workplaces?
Health and Safety at Work is everyone’s responsibility.
The Health and Safety Authority is the state body which
has overall responsibility for the administration and
enforcement of health and safety at work. The authority
monitors compliance with health and safety legislation in
the workplace and can offer information and advice to
employers, employees and the self-employed in all aspects
of workplace health and safety.
The Health and Safety Authority is not just a regulatory
enforcement agency but also encourages efforts to
improve occupational safety and health.
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Through the Voluntary Protection Programme Ireland
(VPP Ireland), the Authority recognises work places with
excellent safety and health management systems and
promotes them as model work places. VPP Ireland places
significant reliance on the cooperation and trust inherent
in partnership.

The Act also provides for equal pay for equal work. The
Equality Authority was established under the
Employment Equality Act and the Authority has the
statutory remit to work towards the elimination of
discrimination and the promotion of equal opportunities
in employment.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF EMPLOYERS

Sexual Harassment and Harassment across the nine
grounds is discrimination and it is outlawed in the
workplace, and outside the workplace in the course of
one’s employment. Harassment may be caused by any of
the following:

• Provide and maintain a workplace that is safe and do
likewise for all machinery and equipment etc
• Manage work activities to ensure the safety, health and
welfare of employees
• Ensure that risks are assessed and a safety statement is
prepared and updated
• Provide and maintain decent welfare facilities for
employees
• Prepare and update procedures to deal with an
emergency situation
• Provide training and information to workers in a
format and language that is appropriate
• Report serious accidents to the Health and Safety
Authority
RESPONSIBILITIES OF EMPLOYEES
• Cooperate with an employer or other people to ensure
that health and safety law is implemented
• Don’t engage in improper conduct that will endanger
you or anyone else
• Attend health and safety training and correctly use any
equipment at work
• Use protective clothing and equipment provided
• Report any dangerous practices or situations that you
are aware of to an appropriate person
• Don’t interfere or misuse any safety equipment at your
workplace
See article by Joanne Harmon, Health and Safety
Authority on the New Safety, Health and Welfare at Work
Act 2005 on pages 13 and 14.
4. EMPLOYMENT EQUALITY ACT 1998
The Employment Equality Act, 1998 provides for the
promotion of equality between employed persons and
outlaws discrimination in relation to employment on nine
grounds:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

gender
marital status
family status
sexual orientation
religious belief
age
disability
race
membership of the traveller community

•
•
•
•
•

the employer
another employee
a client
a customer
a business contact of the employer

It is a defence for the employer to prove that he/she took
such steps as are reasonably practicable to prevent
harassment and to prevent different treatment and to
reverse the effects of such different treatment if it has
occurred.

New Health and Safety at Work Act focuses on
Prevention
Last year, 71 people died due to work-related accidents and
each year, thousands more suffer illness and injury at
work. 2005 saw the introduction of the Safety, Health and
Welfare at Work Act (2005), which represented a modernisation of our workplace health and safety laws and set the
scene for achieving further improvements in the national
record on safety and health over the next few decades.
Its primary focus is on preventing workplace accidents,
illness and injury and it also provides for significantly
increased fines and penalties aimed at deterring the
minority who continue to flout safety and health laws.
This new Act is framework in nature, focusing on broad
general duties and the organisational and structural
arrangements necessary to achieve better safety and
health.
Important Elements of the Act
One of the aims of the Act is to encourage a responsible
attitude on the part of both employers and employees. A
system of on-the-spot fines by inspectors is provided for in
Section 79 which provides that the level of on-the-spot
fine, not to exceed €1000, will be detailed in Regulations.

The Act describes discrimination as treating one person in
a less favourable way than another person in all aspects of
employment such as pay, training, promotion etc.

Under the heading of duties of employees, in general
employees must:

www.slss.ie
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• comply with relevant safety and health laws,
• not be under the influence of an intoxicant at the place
of work to the extent that the state he or she is in is
likely to endanger his or her own safety, health or
welfare at work or that of any other person.
• not engage in improper conduct or behaviour,
• wear personal protective clothing where necessary,
• cooperate with their employer and look out for one
another, and
• not do anything which would place themselves or
others at risk.
Where an employee is working in a safety critical
situation, he or she, subject to regulations, may be
required to undergo a periodic medical assessment of
fitness to work.
On the matter of Safety Statements, it will continue to be a
requirement on every employer to have a written Safety
Statement, which identifies the risks and hazards in the
place of work. Safety Statements of course will be
informed by risk assessments which will be based on
identification and assessment of all hazards in a
workplace. Both risk assessments and safety statements
will have to be kept up to date.
In the new Act the Minister has moved to reduce the onus
on small business and the farming sector by providing
that an employer with three or less employees can meet
the Safety Statement requirement by adhering to a special
Code of Practice to be developed by the Health and Safety
Authority for a particular industry or sector.

The Act (Section 78) provides for a fine under summary
jurisdiction not exceeding €3,000 for a person guilty of an
offence under the first category of offences set out in
Section 77 applying to less serious offences. A person
guilty of any other offence set out in Section 77 is liable, on
summary conviction, to a fine not exceeding €3,000 or
imprisonment up to 6 months or both. On conviction on
indictment for a more serious offence, the maximum fine
is €3 million or imprisonment for up to two years or both.
In addition, the person convicted can be ordered to pay
the Authority’s costs and expenses.
Section 80 makes explicit the responsibilities of directors
and managers. Primary responsibility for worker safety
and health falls on employers, including employers in
private companies and in the public sector, because it is
they, in effect, who create the risks. Company directors
and managers therefore carry a significant social
responsibility to protect safety and health.
This article highlights some of the sections of the new Act.
For further information log onto: www.hsa.ie or if you
would like some learning resources on health and safety
for the classroom, contact: Joanne Harmon on
joanne_harmon@hsa.ie or 01-6147123.
Joanne Harmon
Education Strategy Manager
Health and Safety Authority

Spotlight on Presentation College, Currylea,
Tuam, Co. Galway
In December 2005, the 5th year
LCVP students organised a very
successful ‘X FACTOR’ in aid of the
Irish Guide Dogs for the Blind. This
was a follow-up to an earlier
‘classroom visitor’. Each class
nominated their best talent to
perform. Sharon, Simon and Louis
better watch out because Emer, Sean
and Tony (staff) gave the performers
a hard time. It was a really fun
afternoon and helped ease the
pressure of the Christmas exams. A
local DJ, Fintan H, was an excellent
compere. It was a wonderful
learning experience for everyone
and so many students were given an
opportunity to display both
academic and non-academic skills
and talents.
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Photo shows 5th year LCVP students from Presentation College, Tuam with their teacher,
Ms Claire Martin, handing over a cheque for €2,000 to Deirdre Keaveney, Regional
Coordinator for the Irish Guide Dogs for the Blind and her guide dog Sam.
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Some thoughts about Enterprise in LCVP
Anne Ryan, Our Lady of Mercy College, Beaumont, Dublin
shares her experience
Ruskin “Quality is never an accident but rather
the result of intelligent effort”
Enterprise in the LCVP Link Modules can be a vibrant part
of teaching this subject. Too many things like time
constraints, lack of facilities or health and safety issues
sometimes make us as teachers opt out of doing an
enterprise activity in 5th year. There are so many enterprise
activities to choose from that we need to spend the time
looking at the various options available to us. We could
choose anything from the One Day Wonder (costing and
selling sandwiches) to organising a school table quiz. The
list is endless but the idea must be generated from within
the students. http://ty.slss.ie/tycss/mini/ title. htm
Enterprise is about taking risks, being creative and
innovative and using your initiative (doing things without
having to be asked or told). The role of the teacher is to
give basic knowledge, explain business terms and ensure
each activity undertaken provides a learning experience
with the specified learning outcomes. The teacher
therefore needs to stand back and act as a facilitator in the
classroom. Too often students want to be told what to do
and this defeats the whole concept behind enterprise in
the classroom. The teacher as facilitator should help with
brainstorming, generating ideas and providing necessary
backup e.g. equipment, files, cash boxes etc.
The syllabus clearly states that students need to understand the concept of enterprise and entrepreneurship and
there is an old saying that “actions speak louder than
words.” So why not let them off and see if they too can be
the Richard Branson (first office was in the local phone
box), Anita Roddick (began in a small shop in Brighton) or
the Michael O’Leary (Ryanair) of tomorrow. School is probably the only time in their lives that students will get the
cushion of protection that we as educators can give them.
Enterprise activities provide all young people, regardless
of their ability and background with the opportunity to
nurture and realise their capabilities as well as develop
general business and economic understanding.
An entrepreneur is someone who organises factors of
production (land, labour and capital) to produce goods
and services. Entrepreneurs have to obtain money, buy the
factors they need and make decisions. They take risks
knowing that the business idea might be very successful
but also that it might not be the success they hoped it
would be. These activities will help students in the
following areas.
• Increase their confidence and self esteem
• Improve their social skills
• Broaden their understanding of how a business
operates

• Give them the ability to work with adults outside the
home or school environment
• Give them the opportunity to demonstrate their
potential to employers
So let’s try and encourage an entrepreneurial culture in
our schools and students. Advise the students to Google
the web with a simple search like “enterprise in the
classroom” and see what they turn up.
Reasons to start up your own business may be as follows.
(Feel free to add to this list)
• You are your own boss
• You get to do what you’re interested in (it helps if you
are passionate about your job)
• Your company = your rules/deadlines
• It’s not that hard to do (cost wise low)
• It can be very profitable – are you ready to take the
risk?
• Different tasks every day – never boring
• Many people start up while in a permanent job for
financial security
• Cut the travelling – a lot of small companies operate
from home
In the classroom the reason may very well be as part of the
Link Modules but I can guarantee the Specific Learning
Outcomes will be remembered long after the book has
been closed.
Sample Class Task No 1
Characteristics of an Entrepreneur
Give your students the following list. Then ask them to
arrange
the
various
points
in
order
of
importance/unimportance as they see them. Follow this
up in smaller groups and discuss their findings.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Obtaining finance
Risk
Business understanding
Business knowledge
Having a qualification in business
Being clever
Having good ideas
Determination
Enthusiasm
Energy

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Drive
Spotting a niche market
Leadership
Having a good education
Having lots of money
Knowing what limited liability is
Having a totally original idea
Innovative
Creative
Being flexible

www.slss.ie
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Sample Class Task No 2
Use the following sheet on Leadership qualities and let students do a profile on themselves and also a well known
entrepreneur using the heading given below.

16
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EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP

Rule 8:

Life is not divided into terms. You don’t get
summers off and very few employers are
interested in helping you FIND YOURSELF. Do
that on your own time.

Rule 9:

Television is NOT real life. In real life people
actually have to leave the coffee shop and go to
jobs.

Bill Gates one of the most famous entrepreneurs of our time
gave the following words of advice to students on a school
visit. It may make for a good discussion in the first business
class?
Things you did not learn in School!
Rule 1:

Life is not fair - get used to it! (Today students use
the phrase ‘Get Over It!’)

Rule 2:

The world won’t care about your self-esteem. The
world will expect you to accomplish something
BEFORE you feel good about yourself.

Rule 3:

You will NOT make €60,000 a year right out of
secondary school. You won’t be a vice-president
with a car phone until you earn both.

Rule 4:

If you think your teacher is tough, wait till you get
a boss.

Rule 5:

Flipping burgers is not beneath your dignity. Your
Grandparents had a different word for burger
flipping - they called it opportunity.

Rule 6:

If you mess up, it’s not your parents’ fault, so don’t
whine about your mistakes, learn from them.

Rule 7:

Before you were born, your parents weren’t as
boring as they are now. They got that way from
paying your bills, cleaning your clothes and
listening to you talk about how cool you thought
you were. So before you save the rain forest from
the parasites of your parents’ generation, try
delousing the closet in your own room.

How is this for reality?
Our Mission is to stimulate, educate, facilitate and create
enterprising individuals with the skills to contribute to a
booming economy.
Some Advice
DO
•

Be certain that you have administrative cooperation and
support

•

Make certain STUDENTS know that they are expected to
clean up work area

•

Have tangible consequences for not completing required
work

•

Plan steps for the enterprise project and during down
time have other activities scheduled

•

Prepare for the limitations of your students (expect
limitations)

Spotlight on Ramsgrange Community School, Co. Wexford
Enterprise/World of Work

Ramsgrange Community School

Ms Mary Carragher, LCVP Coordinator, shares with teachers
some activities undertaken by the LCVP students in
Ramsgrange Community School, New Ross, Co Wexford.

Celebrates 3 Victories at

➣ Three 5th Year LCVP groups travelled to Waterford
Crystal for their main visit out. They were given a very
comprehensive tour of the company, from the Glass
Blowing right through to the Design department. At the
end of the tour, they had a Question and Answer time
with Local Entrepreneur and past student Mr Fred Curtis,
who shared with them the story of his career to date. Two
students later went on Work Experience to Waterford
Crystal and had an opportunity to create their own
designs in crystal.
➣ All 5th Year students spent one week on Work Experience
during the second term. Their choice of careers were very
varied and the week in the World of Work was enjoyed by
all.

The Final of the Celtic Enterprises Competition 2005
The Celtic Enterprises competition promotes Entrepreneurship in schools through real business experiences. Supported
by Innovation Wexford and Wexford County Enterprise
Board in partnership with Careers Wales West and Interreg,
it allows students to set up their mini companies and achieve
their ambitions. A lot of planning and hard work is necessary
to succeed at each stage of a business enterprise. Our 3 Entries
in the 2005 competition did us very proud indeed:
In the Senior Section we were represented by:
➣ 5th year student Áine Coady, whose company was called
“The Badge Company”. These badges were a great hit on
the day and were sold out!
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In the LCVP section we had 2 entries:
➣ “Reverse Image” – Custom Made Mirrors: Deirdre
Wallace, Michelle Roche, Sharon O'Grady – these girls
won "Best Report"; out of 16 other entries.
➣ “Firman Coach Building and Restoration”: Tadhg Firman
built a prototype Market Cart. The work involved was
tremendous and the end result has to be seen to
appreciate its true worth – see photograph below. He won
both 1st Prize in the LCVP section and a Merit award for
the Environment. Tadhg represented the school in the
National final in Enniscorthy and went on a trip to Wales
in May 2005.

Due to popular demand the very successful “A Taste of
Wexford” cookbook, launched in the school by Food & Wine
critic, Mr Tom Doorley in December 2004, with profiles and
menus from 11 County Wexford restaurants, was relaunched
in October 2005. The 2nd reprint of 300 books was sold out in
early December and the students donated 50% of the profits
to The Day Care Centre in Ramsgrange. A further 100 books
went on sale in mid December. The total proceeds of these
final 100 books will go to the Wexford Lifeboats. Students and
teachers were delighted when the book was included in a
“food short” by Tom Doorley in the Weekend section of the
Irish Times. Also Food & Wine magazine included the
publication in their review of cookbooks available for the
Christmas market. Thanks to all the students who worked
hard to make this happen, including last years 5th years who,
initially, launched the 1st edition. We hope to make the
presentation of these donations to our two local charities
early in 2006.

Ramsgrange Community School
In December 2005 the current group of LCVP students
worked on the new RCS Windproof Fleece which proved
very popular and there were lots of sales. Other activities
included the sale of the School Events calendar, listing the
school holidays, retreat days, work placements, parent/
teacher meetings to name a few. Those who travelled to
Barcelona on the school tour produced personalised luggage
tags which proved very useful. Other students are involved
in The Celtic Enterprise competition in 2006 and are making
unique designed Key Rings and Dramatic Door Signs and we
wish them best of luck. In addition a 5th year group were
invited to take part in the Celtic Enterprises Video intercultural event which involved a video conference in the
Enterprise Centre in Wexford where students from RCS spoke
with other students in Wales sharing aspects of Irish life
and activities in which they have been involved. The 6th
Year students are busy compiling information for their
Yearbook which will be on sale before the end of the current
school year.
Other activities included travel to the Outdoor Pursuits
Centre in Dunmore East in late October 2005. All took to the
water and braved the elements and enjoyed the trip. Some
LCVP visits planned for January/February 2006 include a
visit to the Organic farm in Johnstown Castle, a trip to Bausch
& Lomb in Waterford and a third group are organising an Ice
Skating trip to Dublin.
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Our congratulations goes to all the students and the LCVP
team of teachers in Ramsgrange Community School – Ms
O’Meara, Ms Carragher, Mr Heynen, Ms Maeve Walshe, Ms
Edwards.
Well done to everyone.

Spotlight on St. Louis
Secondary School, Monaghan
The LCVP class Rang Beibhinn, St. Louis Secondary School,
Monaghan held an 8km sponsored walk on May 12th in aid
of Can Teen Ireland. Can Teen Ireland is a teenage cancer
support group. Karen Brady from rang Beibhinn presented a
cheque for €2,240 to Eibhlinn Griffith from Can Teen Ireland.
The pupils and teachers who took part in the walk would like
to record their thanks to all those who supported them. As a
class group Rang Beibhinn were overwhelmed by the
generosity of the public.
Thanks to Dunnes Stores for providing the refreshments and
Ms O’Brien Principal St. Louis Secondary School for
facilitating the walk. (See photo page 19.)
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Spotlight on Dunshaughlin Community College, Co. Meath
The enterprising students in Dunshaughlin Community
College are an extremely generous bunch. In December
the students raised over €31,000 in their annual Concern
Charity Day. The money collected was donated to
Concern, Project Brazil and also Local Charities. This was
the 25th Anniversary year of their annual collection and it
surpassed all expectations with a mammoth amount
raised. An extremely professional concert was also
organised and run by our budding entrepreneurs.
Students and Teachers participated with groups being
grilled in an X Factor manner by a panel made up of a 5th
Year Student Michael Lake, 5th Year Head Ms Ann
Dolphin and also CEO of Co. Meath, Mr Peter Kierans.

There’s no doubt that the LCVP students and team of
teachers are generous with their time and efforts.

The day’s events were organised by the Fifth Year LCVP
classes. There are 4 classes in 5th year in DCC. Amongst
the day’s events one group of LCVP students organised a
Table quiz for first years. A Second group organised a
sporting obstacle course for second years. The event was
held in the Sports Hall and it was a time trial.
Another group of LCVP students organised and held a
screening of a movie for students. The students organised
a large screen and the film was projected with surround
stereo sound in The Sports Hall.
The fourth group of 5th year LCVP students are pictured
in front of a large collection of toys. They are pictured here
with Ms Ann Wickham, the course Co-ordinator. They
decided to collect used toys and games for the Children
who attend Our Lady’s Hospital in Crumlin. Many of the
students had attended the hospital or had siblings who
had and they wanted to help replenish supplies for The
Play Department in the hospital. The Students wanted to
make a stay in hospital more pleasant for children. They
collected such a large amount of toys that a van had to be
organised at the last minute!

St. Louis Secondary
School, Monaghan

St. Louis Secondary School, Rang Beibhinn,
presenting a cheque to Eibhlinn Griffith from
Can Teen Ireland.
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The Spirit of Enterprise - A Teaching and
Learning Resource for the classroom
It is well documented that students
learn more effectively when
actively involved in the learning
process. The case study approach is
one way in which such active
learning
strategies
can
be
implemented in the classroom. Case
studies are an increasingly popular form of teaching and have
an important role in developing skills and knowledge in
students. Educational research has shown case studies to be
useful pedagogical tools. They can be used to:
➣ Allow the application of theoretical concepts to be
demonstrated, thus bridging the gap between theory and
practice.
➣ Encourage active learning.
➣ Provide an opportunity for the development of key skills
such as communication, group work and problem
solving.
➣ Increase the students’ enjoyment of a topic and hence
their desire to learn.
In January 2006, the ‘Spirit of Enterprise’ resource was
distributed to all second level schools in Ireland. The ‘Spirit of
Enterprise’ is an innovative teaching and learning resource
which aims to strengthen the links between education and
business by bringing the stories of entrepreneurship and
innovation into the classroom. This resource has been
developed by AG Education Services in close consultation
with the Second Level Support Service. Within the resource
there are many fascinating cases, together with associated
exercises for use in a learning setting. It is envisaged that
these case studies can be incorporated easily into enterprise
education within Leaving Certificate Business, Transition
Year, The Leaving Certificate Applied (LCA), The Leaving
Certificate Vocational Programme (LCVP).

Level Support Service
fionakindlon@slss.ie

Further information on the ‘Spirit of Enterprise’ is available
from Fiona Kindlon, Regional Development Officer, Second
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LCVP SUPPORT
NATIONAL CLUSTER INSERVICE
Planning and Implementing LCVP
Days

Dates

Venue

Wednesday

15 March 2006

Carrick-on-Shannon Education
Centre

Tuesday

21 March 2006

Drumcondra Education Centre

Thursday

23 March 2006

Limerick Education Centre

This inservice will be of interest to teachers and coordinators
of LCVP and also to personnel in new schools interested in
introducing the LCVP for the first time in September 2006.
Inservice on ‘Planning and Implementing LCVP’ will be held
again in the autumn in three different Education Centre
regions so as to give as many teachers and coordinators as
possible the opportunity to avail of this inservice in their local
region.
Teachers are reminded that a helpline service by phone, fax
and email is available throughout the year. School visits are
undertaken in response to requests where resources permit.
Priority is given to new schools and to schools who intend to
commence the programme in September 2006.
Teachers are always interested in what is happening in other
LCVP schools and so we are always delighted to get your
contributions for publication in our Journals. Share your
ideas with other teachers – everyone benefits from this – and
it helps to motivate your students.

Contact Details
LCVP Co-ordinator
Frances Holohan
e-mail: francesholohan@slss.ie
Mobile No: 087 2899 282

Teachers and co-ordinators of Senior Business and the Senior
Cycle Programmes will welcome the following elements of
the Spirit of Enterprise Resource:
• The cases cover many of the themes outlined above
including idea generation, enterprising skills and
qualities, business planning, market research and
marketing to name but a few.
• An introductory statement at the beginning of each Case
Study to highlight the theme of the case.
• A glossary of key terms.
• Photocopiable templates for a SWOT analysis, a Business
Plan, the Marketing Mix.
• Identification of skills and qualities of entrepreneurs.
• A range of activities for the classroom including multiple
choice questions, word searches, matching exercises,
questions.
• Listing of web references throughout the resource.
• An interactive CD.

on

LCVP Administrative Officer
Esther Herlihy
Navan Education Centre, Athlumney,
Navan, Co. Meath.
Email: office@lcvp.ie Website: www.slss.ie
You may access the LCVP website through the Second Level
Support Service Website www.slss.ie and click on the LCVP link.
Let us know your inservice needs – we will try to include these in
future inservice planning.

Contributions
Any articles or suggestions for the next Journal should be sent to:
LCVP Office, Navan Education Centre, Athlumney, Navan,
Co. Meath or email to office@lcvp.ie

www.slss.ie

